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Round 7 – Sethern, Dunsfold

September 
2017

Expert: Jamie Rowden (Montesa) 75.

Youth Expert: Tom Frearson (Beta) 97

Inter: Reynard Norris (Beta) 18, Paul

Heron (Ossa) 38, Mark Ward (Ossa)

44, Jon Yendell (Vertigo) 63, Peter

Steer (Beta) 77, Nigel Hains (Beta) 96.

Novice: Matthew Rowden 45, Kevin

Fishlock (GasGas) 59, Adam Grosch

(Beta) 67, Steve Austin

(Fantic) 91.

Twinshock: Lorenzo Timms (Honda)

29, Peter Thatcher (Fantic) 38, Tristan

Robinson (Yamaha) 50, Nick

Robinson (Honda) 108.

O/50: Simon Dowling (Beta) 30, Pete

Haines (Beta) 40.

Sportsman: Vic Underwood

(Yamaha) 99.

O/65:David White (Gas Gas) 62, Paul

Sims (Scorpa) 66.

Round 7 of the club championship at Sethern,
Dunsfold was held in conjunction with Worthing
Trials club, where the wet weather made the
sections a bit more challenging than Clerk of the
Course Steve Austin had intended, despite the
fact that he eased them prior to the start.
Jamie Rowden was out on his own in the experts,
feet up rides through section one in the slippery
gulley by the car park. Likewise Tom Frearson was
the sole entrant in the youth experts with some
good rides over the concrete pipes at section
three.
Reynard Norris won the inters by a healthy margin
from PaulHeron with Mark Ward in third place, all
cleans by Reynard twisting amongst the trees and
up the bank back to the car park at section ten..
Best Novice was Matthew Rowden ahead of
Kevin Fishlock and Adam Grosch, wheel perfect
rides from Matthew on the slippery banks and
fallen logs at section six.
On the same route Lorenzo Timms aced the
twinshocks beating Peter Thatcher and Tristan
Robinson in third, nice cleans from Lorenzo on the
slippery gulley at section 4. Simon Dowling topped
the Over 50s with evergreen Pete Haines second,
they both struggled on the banks of the stream at
section nine. .
The over 65s was closely contested with only 4
marks separating winner David White from Paul
Sims, they both managed feet up rides through
section seven and on the same route the only
sportsman to finish was Vic Underwood.



Championship

After the summer sabbatical, it’s back

to business on 24th for round 8 of the

club championship at Quarry Trials at

Betchworth, Jeff Morgan will be

setting out with Martin and Rupert

Kemp; our thanks go to them. Our last

round at Sethern was spoilt by the

weather, even Steve Austin’s efforts

to ease the sections proved fruitless in

some places, the Worthing Club

joined us for the day but they had

very few riders of their own.

At the August round we extended our lead in
the Star Group Championship, so please keep
entered these trials so we can maintain this.
On October 8th it will be our round to be held
at Hook Woods, there will be no catering
facilities open on the day so please bring your
own refreshments. Bob will be looking for 12
observers for the trial and as our members do
not score championship points we hope you
are able to volunteer. For those of you who
want to ride, on line entry is available; which
makes it much easier for the SoM.

Star Group Championship

Volunteering

Operation Smile Trial

Thanks to those of you who rode the

Operation Smile Trial at Dews Farm, we

were overwhelmed with a huge entry of

74 and have passed over £600 to the

charity via Steve and Gary’s Ride

London on 30th July. They both

completed the 100 mile ride in less than

7 hours, many thanks to those of you

who sponsored them.

We urgently need some new blood to assist

with setting out; recently we have relied on the

same members and we are all getting older!!

Please let Bob know if you can help, if no one

comes forward there will be less club rounds

next year – you have been warned. We are

planning to hold at dates meeting on Thursday

5th October at the Club HQ in Addlestone, if

you want a say in next year’s trials please come

along and let us know.
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THAMES MCC CHAMPIONSHIP TRIAL Round (8) 
DATE:  24th September 2017   TIME: 10.30am VENUE: Quarry trials Betchworth  
PERMIT No:   51050  CLERK OF COURSE: Jeff Morgan  
SECRETARY: Steve Austin 7 Grange Road, Hersham, Surrey KT12 4PQ  PHONE: 01932 222541 

SUPPLEMENTARY REGULATIONS 
1. JURISDICTION: Held under the National Sporting Code of the ACU; the Standing Trials Regulations, Supplementary Regulations and 
any Final Instructions issued. The ACU National Sporting Code and Standing Regulations are published annually in the ACU Handbook. 
2. ELIGIBILITY: Open to all Members of the Thames Motor Cycle Club and Invited Guests 
3. CLASSES: White Route = Expert,Youth Expert. Blue Route = Inter, O/40, Youth Inter. Red Route = Novice, O/50, Pre 67, Twinshock, 
Youth Novice. Yellow Route = O/65, Sportsman, Youth Beginner. Any Route = Pic & Mix, Sidecar.  

THIS IS A STOP PERMITTED TRIAL – METHOD OF MARKING TSR 22A 
4. ENTRIES: To be completed and handed to the Secretary of the Meeting prior to the start     Cheques to be made payable to THAMES 
MCC – Youths with no ACU Trials Registration need to complete a Parental Agreement Form plus ACU Form 
5. FEES: Adult = £20  Youth = £15   Sidecar = £25   Day Membership = £ 2.00  Annual A.C.U. Trials Registration = £10.00, Day = £3.00        
6. CHILD PROTECTION: The point of contact for Child Protection matters is the Secretary of the Meeting 
7. AWARDS: Club Championship points only  
8. COURSE: 4 laps of 10 Sections all on private land 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
ENTRY DECLARATION: I the undersigned apply to enter the event described above and in consideration thereof:- 
I hereby declare that I have had the opportunity to read and that I understand the National Sporting Code of the A.C.U., the A.C.U. Standing Regulations, 
these Supplementary Regulations and agree to be bound by them. I further declare that I am physically and mentally fit to take part in the event and am 
competent to do so. I confirm that I understand the nature and type of event I am entering and its inherent risks and agree to accept the same 
notwithstanding that such risks may involve negligence on the part of the organisers or officials. I confirm that I am not currently suspended from ACU 
permitted competition or on the ACU Stop List as a result of incurring a concussion injury. I accept that the insurance arranged on my behalf by the 
organisers of events that I may enter specifically excludes liability between the participants.  I understand that this form may be used in litigation as 
evidence that any serious injury will be principally the result of my voluntary decision to engage in a high risk activity. I consent to details of any injuries I 
may suffer at this event being passed between all medical services and the Clerk of the Course. I consent to the collection and retention of my personal 
information by the ACU.I confirm that the machine as described below which I compete on shall be suitable and proper for the purpose. I confirm that I am 
eligible to compete on the machine for which I have entered. I accept responsibility for any items borrowed from the Organiser during the course of the 
event. These items include but are not restricted to (safety clothing transponders, accessories).  I understand that I am liable for the cost or replacement of 
any items lost or not returned and non-payment or non-replacement of items borrowed may affect my entry into subsequent events. 
I confirm that I have not been refused an ACU licence, nor had an ACU licence suspended, nor have I been excluded from any ACU competition. 
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF THE RISKS OF MOTORSPORT: I understand that by taking part in this event I am exposed to a risk of death, becoming 
permanently disabled or suffering some other serious injury and I acknowledge that even in the event that negligence on the part of the ACU, any event 
organiser, any circuit owner, the promoter, the organising club, the venue owner, or any individual carrying out duties on their behalf were to be a 
contributory cause of any serious injury I may suffer, the dominant cause of any serious injury will always be my voluntary decision to take part in a high 
risk activity. I have read the above and acknowledge that my participation in motorsport is entirely at my own risk. I agree that I am required to register on 
arrival by “signing on” at the designated place before taking part in any practice session or race. 

 
Rider’s signature: _______  Over 18 Yes / No (Circle)  Passengers Sig:   Over 18 Yes / No (Circle) 
FOR PARTICIPANTS UNDER AGE OF 18, DECLARATION OF PARENT, PERSON WITH PARENTAL RESPONSIBILITY 
I being the parent/person with parental responsibility of the child, hereinafter referred to as ‘my child’ accept that my child may participate in the meeting. I 
have read and understood the ‘Acknowledge of the risks of motorsport’ which appears above. I appreciate the dangers inherent in motorsport which 
includes the risk of death or permanent disablement. The child does not suffer from any physical, medical or mental disability which would make it unsafe 
for him/her to participate either as a competitor or for practice. I accept that it is my responsibility to ensure that the child and I have had the opportunity to 
read and understand the National Sporting Code of the ACU, Standing Regulations, Supplementary Regulations and any Final Instructions subsequently 
issued with this entry form and that he/she will comply with them. I accept that photographs or video films may be taken of my child by officials dealing with 
safety issues or accident investigations. Photographs may also be taken for promotional purposes and may appear on the ACU website or in ACU 
publications. 
 
Signature of Rider’s parent, person with parental responsibility: _____________  Name: ________ Date:  
 
Sig of Passenger’s parent, person with parental responsibility:   Name:  Date:  
 
Extract from NSC Article 7:14: A parent or legal Guardian of a rider or passenger participating in a competition requiring consent is deemed to bear 
mutual responsibility with that competitor. 
  
 

 
RIDER: 
 
Full Name:  
 
Address:  
 
  
 
Postcode:     Tel:  
 
Date of Birth:  ACU Reg No:  
 
 

 
PASSENGER: 
 
Full Name:  
 
Address:  
 
  
 
Postcode:     Tel:  
 
Date of Birth:  ACU Reg No:  
 

 

                                                                                                 
CLASS                                ROUTE                          MACHINE                                           CC                      CLUB                                                                   . 
 
ENTRY £              .               .  DAY  MEMBER £               . FULL  MEMBERSHIP £               .  A.C.U.  AFFILIATION  £              . TOTAL £……………… 
 

Rider Number 


